Bacterial mechanosensitive channels: experiment and theory.
Since their discovery in Escherichia coli some 20 years ago, studies of bacterial mechanosensitive (MS) ion channels have been at the forefront of the MS channel research field. Two major events greatly advanced the research on bacterial MS channels: (i) cloning of MscL and MscS, the MS channels of Large and Small conductance, and (ii) solving their 3D crystal structure. These events enabled further experimental studies employing EPR and FRET spectroscopy in addition to patch clamp and molecular biological techniques that have successfully been used in characterization of the structure and function of bacterial MS channels. In parallel with the experimental studies computational modelling has been applied to elucidate the molecular dynamics of MscL and MscS, which has significantly contributed to our understanding of basic physical principles of the mechanosensory transduction in living organisms.